Blockade the Arms Trade

NO Weapons Expo!
NO Warships!
16 & 17 Nov
At the Viaduct

This is a great opportunity to
stand up for global peace and
justice here in our Peace City.
Join Auckland Peace Action
and the wider community
on the streets: say no to war
profiteers and no to warships.

18 Nov

On the Waitematā
Harbour

Get in touch &
Get involved!
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Auckland Peace Action is a non-aligned grassroots community group; we welcome new members

aucklandpeaceaction.nz
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War businesses and warships from across
the globe are descending on Auckland as
part of the Defence Industry Association’s
Weapons Expo and the NZ Navy’s 75th
Birthday Party.
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On November 16 & 17, Auckland is hosting an international weapons expo
at the ANZ Viaduct Events Centre. The expo is the annual New Zealand
Defence Industry Association conference. It is sponsored by Lockheed
Martin, the world’s largest weapons manufacturer and a maker of nuclear
weaponry. More than 550 companies are coming here for just one reason:
to profit from endless wars, conflicts and disasters.
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On November 18, warships, aircraft and soldiers from nuclear-armed
navies across the planet will sail into Waitematā Harbour to show off their
war making and military killing skills. They will parade around promoting
warfare and killing as normal and necessary. They are not. New Zealand
should not be spending billions of dollars on planned militarism and
wars. Let us plan and invest in the work required to prevent violence, war
and militarism for a more peaceful and just world.
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Auckland Peace Action is planning a range of events to oppose the
weapons expo and the warships visit. This November, get involved and
take a stand against war profiteering—come to the weapons blockade,
protests and flotillas in Auckland.
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#warstartshere... together we can stop it
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